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Zen pinball fx3 account

Note: This is only used to report spam, advertising, and problematic (harassment, fighting, or gross) posts. 09-26-2017, 14:47 #1 Hey guys! How the hell do I link my steam account, PSN account, and IOS account to the same zen account? Also how do I add friends from each system to my zen account so I can see them
on different systems? 09-26-2017, 07:25 #2 I would also know. The import table button doesn't even appear in the lower-right corner. 09-27-2017, 08:56 PM #3 * bump * I play on the PS4 and my buddy is on Steam, someone knows how we can share scores / challenge each other? 09-27-2017, 09:34 pm #4 Hey guys,
unfortunately, this is not something that can be done. Since iOS, PSN store or Steam are operated by different companies and are completely different systems we are not allowed to make cross-platform purchases. Would be cool though 09-28-2017, 01:38 #5 Originally posted by the McLovin Hey guys, unfortunately, it's
not something that can be done. Since iOS, PSN store or Steam are operated by different companies and are completely different systems we are not allowed to make cross-platform purchases. Would be cool though Hi McLovin. It seems that it is not really related to the purchase, but to the friends lists. Is there no way
to see the high scores of my friends playing on different platforms or challenge them to the game? 09-28-2017, 02:37 #6 Originally posted by toastx86 Hi McLovin. It seems that it is not really related to the purchase, but to the friends lists. Is there no way to see the high scores of my friends playing on different platforms
or challenge them to the game? You can see scores of people on other platforms, and compete, depending on which platform. PlayStation Network + Steam can see each other score on the leaderboards, challenge each other and play in the same tournaments, so can Xbox One + Windows 10 + Steam. But while you
can see scores of people on other platforms, it's only if you manually browse the list of each one on the leadboard and try to find your friends name. Which is fine, but not user friendly or simple. I think there should and could be a better way, either zen friends list or as suggested here, link multiple platform accounts to you
zen account. This way you can sort the leaderboards more easily. Tournaments work pretty well to compete with friends though, and I'm having a good time with that. I made a thread about this friends list problem not realming this thread is happening. 09-28-2017, 02:22 PM #7 Originally published by ONEEYEDKILLAh
You can see scores of people on other platforms, and compete, depending on which platform. PlayStation Network + Steam can see each other score on the leaderboards, challenge each other and play in the same tournaments, so can Xbox One + Windows 10 + Steam. But while you can see scores of people on other
platforms, it's only if you manually browse the list of each one on the leadboard and try to find your friends name. What is but not user friendly or simple. I think there should and could be a better way, either zen friends list or as suggested here, link multiple platform accounts to you zen account. This way you can sort the
leaderboards more easily. Tournaments work pretty well to compete with friends though, and I'm having a good time with that. I made a thread about this friends list problem not realming this thread is happening. So, my friend plays on Steam and I play on the PS4. On the PS4, I went to The Witch's Den (the table I know
it played a lot), and checked the 'Friends' leaderboard, no scores were shown. Last night I installed Pinball FX3 on Steam where he plays and the same thing happened. Does it look like a bug? 10-01-2017, 16:11 #8 have separate accounts on Steam and Xbox / W10. Would be much happier if Zen's account could
actually merge things together to form both of these...... Pinball FX3 &gt; General &gt; Themes Details Why can't you import tables purchased on your console? I have FX2 on Xbox. I bought a table there. I would like to have access to them in all my systems. Is there a way or is it just not something that happens? Note:
This is only used to report spam, advertising, and problematic (harassment, fighting, or gross) posts. Which Pinball FX3 tables are coming into the Nintendo Switch? Zen Studios excited to bring a great pinball library of Pinball FX3 to nintendo switch, including brand new Universal Classics ™ Pinball pack, Aliens vs
Pinball, Balls of Fame, Portal Pinball and Walking Dead Pinball. Future Zen Studios pinball releases will also be released on the Nintendo Switch. • Universal Classics™ Pinball (Back to the Future, ET, Jaws) • Aliens vs. Pinball (Aliens, Alien vs Predator, Alien: Isolation) • Balls of Fame (Family Guy, Bob Burgers, Archer,
American Dad!) • Portal • Walking Dead • Wizard's Den (Free) • Carnivals &amp; Legends (Adventure Land Pinball, Son of Zeus) • Zen Classics (Shaman, Tesla, El Dorado, V12) • Core Collection (Pasha, Rome, Biolab, Secrets of the Deep) • Medieval Pack (Epic Quest, Excalibur) • Sci-Fi Pack (Mars, Paranormal, Earth
Defense) • Iron &amp; Steel (Wild West Rampage, Castle Castle) Zen Studios maintains numerous licensing relationships with the biggest names in entertainment. Video games are a really complex business, and occasionally challenges are presented that we are unable to solve. At this time, all licensed tables
confirmed for Pinball FX3 for Switch have been announced. Zen has created popular tables based on other unmentioned larger licenses in the past, but unfortunately we cannot confirm their inclusion. We hope to bring these collections of FX3 pinball to the Nintendo Switch in the future. Does the Pinball FX3 on the
Nintendo Switch offer backward compatibility? Zen Studios tired of identifying solutions that will allow previous Zen Pinball purchases to convert to Pinball FX3 however this could not be solved. At this time Zen Pinball purchases will not transfer to Pinball FX3 to Switch. Are there any special Nintendo Switch hardware
features supported by Pinball FX3? Zen Studios is excited to support unique Nintendo Switch hardware features, including HD Rumble and vertical orientation monitor. Cross-platform gaming is also supported. Tournaments and leaderboards are allowed between Nintendo Switch, Xbox One, Windows 10 and Steam.
Pinball FX3 Import Step One: Make sure you are logged in with the same account that you used for previous Pinball FX2/Zen Pinball 2 purchases. Step Two: Download Pinball FX3 and enter the game. Xbox One Connects your account so you can import previous purchases. When you arrive at the Main Pinball FX3
dashboard, you'll see Import Tables in the lower-right corner. Just press the X button and the game will search for your previous purchases. At the end of the process, you'll see a message with an import status. Quit Pinball FX3 and restart the game. Go to the My Collection screen and select the imported table. To
access the content, select Download and play. If you don't get one of the following tables, you'll find their product page in the Store and download them manually: Fantastic Four, Captain America, Doctor Strange, Civil War, Deadpool, Poison, Marvel Guardians of the Galaxy, Marvel's Avengers: Age of Ultron, Marvel's
Ant-Man, Star Wars™ Pinball: Star Wars Rebels™, Star Wars™ Pinball: Rogue One™, Epic Quest, Excalibur, Mars, Paranormal, Earth Defense. Windows 10 Link your account so you can import your previous purchases. When you arrive at the Main Pinball FX3 dashboard, you'll see Import Tables in the lower-right



corner. Just having hit spacebar and the game will search for your previous purchases. This request may take some time and even time, depending on many factors. Quit Pinball FX3 and restart the game. Repeat the same procedure and the tables will begin downloading. PlayStation 4 You can choose to link your
account or not, it's not mandatory to import your previous purchases. Pinball FX3 will ask you to import tables. Select Import, let the game be processed. Your ready-to-import products will be filled in the download list. Confirm the list and begin downloading. Steam You can choose to link to your account or not, it is not
mandatory to import your previous purchases. Your previously purchased tables should be ready to play immediately. PFX3 Steam Cabinet Import Start Pinball FX2 Exit Pinball FX2 Start Pinball FX3 Can I import my previous Zen Pinball 2/Pinball FX2 pinball FX3 purchases? Yes! If you purchased content on a
PlayStation 3, PlayStation Vita, PlayStation 4, Xbox 360, Xbox One or Steam, you'll be able to import your purchases for free on the same system. At this time, Windows 10 purchases will not transfer to Pinball FX3, but we are working on a solution and hope to fix it in the future. When is Pinball FX3 will be released and
which platforms Confirmed? We focus on the summer release on PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Win 10 and Steam. Which tables come from Zen Pinball 2 / Pinball FX2 to Pinball FX3? We'll confirm the spreadsheet soon! There are more than 70 tables in the library with many different partners. We can confirm that the vast
majority of tables are coming into Pinball FX3. Is pinball FX3 coming to Nintendo Switch? Stay tuned for notifications. Zen Studios is a big believer in Nintendo's platform (we even had the most Wii U content on eShop). Thank you for your patience while we work on the details with Nintendo. Will there be a new pinball
table starting with Pinball FX3? Obviously! We will release a pack of new tables based on features from a completely new partner! Is Pinball FX3 free to download for new players? Yes, Pinball FX3 is a free downloadable platform. You can choose what games you want to buy inside the platform. Pinball FX3 comes with
the Lair of the Wizard, free for all users. Will there be new rankings? Yes, Pinball FX3 will be a clean slate for everyone, with new beginnings on the leaderboards as well! Will my achievements gained on Pinball FX2 be transmitted? Unfortunately not, because Pinball FX3 is a brand new game, you will not be able to bring
your achievements from Pinball FX2. Will cabinet support be coming to Pinball FX3? Yes, we'd like to support your awesome home made pinball cabinets in the future as well. We'll have specifics later. Can I import my previous Zen Pinball 2/Pinball FX2 purchases into Pinball FX3? Yes! Most of your previous purchases
can be imported into Pinball FX3 for free. The following tables come in Pinball FX3: Wizarding Lair (FREE) Core Collection Pack • Rome • PashaBiolab • Secrets of Deep Iron &amp; Steel Pack • Wild West Rampage • CastleStorm Medieval Pack • Epic Quest • Excalibur Sci-Fi Pack • Mars • Earth Defense • Paranormal
Zen Classics Pack • V12 • El Dorado • Tesla • Shaman Aliens vs. Pinball • Aliens Pinball • Alien vs Predator Pinball • Alien: Isolation Pinball Balls Of Pinball Fame Pinball • Family Guy Pinball • Bob's Burgers Pinball • Archer Pinball • American Dad! Pinball Bethesda® Pinball • DOOM® Pinball • Fallout® Pinball • Older
Scrolls V: Skyrim® Pinball Universal Classics™ Pinball (NEW) • ET ™ Pinball • Back to the Future™ Pinball • Jaws™ Pinball Marvel Pinball Original Pack • Blade • Iron Man • Spider-Man • Wolverine Marvel Pinball: Revenge and Virtue • Ghost Rider • X-Men • Thor • Moon Knight Marvel Pinball: AVengers Chronicles •
Fear Itself • Infinity Glove • Marvel's Avengers • World War Hulk Marvel Women Power • Marvel's Women of Power: A-Force • Marvel's Women of Power: Champions Marvel Pinball: Heavy Hitters • Deadpool • Civil War • Ve Marvel Pinball: Cinematic Pack • Marvel's Guardians of the Galaxy • Marvel's Avengers: Age of
Ultron • Marvel's Ant-Man Marvel Pinball: Marvel Legends Pack • Captain America • Fantastic Four • Strange Doctor Portal ® Pinball Wars™ Pinball • Star Wars™ Pinball: Episode V Empire Strikes Back, Star Wars™ • Pinball: Clone Wars • Star Wars™ Pinball: Boba Fett Star Wars™ Pinball: Balance of Power • Star
Wars™ Pinball: Episode VI Return of the Jedi • Star Wars™ Pinball: Darth Vader • Star Wars™ Pinball: Starfighter Assault Star Wars™ Pinball: Heroes Within • Star Wars™ Pinball: Han Solo • Star Wars™ Pinball : Droids™ • Star Wars™ Pinball: Episode IV New Hope • Star Wars™ Pinball : Masters of the Force Star
Wars™ Pinball: The Force Awakens Pack • Star Wars™ Pinball: The Force Awakens™ Table • Star Wars™ Pinball: Might of the First Order Star Wars™ Pinball: Unsung Heroes • Star Wars™ Pinball: Rogue One™ • Star Wars™ Pinball: Star Wars Rebels™ Telltale's The Walking Dead Pinball Tables not coming to
Pinball FX3 • South Park Pinball 2 Table Pack • Street Fighter Pinball • Ninja Gaiden Pinball • Plants vs. Zombie (Zombies) Pinball • Mrs. Splosion Man Pinball Please Note , specific details for playstation, xbox, windows 10 and steam import features will be revealed later. Zen is still working with the first parties to ensure
a smooth process for all players! Pinball FX3 Cross-Platform Details Leaderboards, Matchups and Tournaments are all cross-platform enabled between the following communities and devices: PlayStation Network + Steam Xbox One + Windows 10 + Steam. Note that players on Xbox One and PlayStation 4 can limit their
gaming experience to their platform only if desired, which means playstation 4 players can choose to play with others only on playstation 4. When is Pinball FX3 about to release and which platforms are confirmed? We focus on the summer release on PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Win 10 and Steam. Is pinball FX3 coming to
Nintendo Switch? Stay tuned for notifications. Zen Studios is a big believer in Nintendo's platform (we even had the most Wii U content on eShop). Thank you for your patience while we work on the details with Nintendo. Will there be a new pinball table starting with Pinball FX3? Obviously! Universal Classics™ Pinball
featuring tables based on ET ™, Back to the Future™ and Jaws™ released as launch content for Pinball FX3! Please note that these tables also come to Zen Pinball on Mac OSX, iOS and Google Play. Is Pinball FX3 free to download for new players? Yes, Pinball FX3 is a free downloadable platform. You can choose
what games you want to buy inside the platform. Pinball FX3 comes with the Lair of the Wizard, free for all users. Users.
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